
Unashamed luxury at the kick off point was enjoyed so much by 39 wanderers 
who turned up, so much so that at the sound of the tooter and the call to “Circle 
up” a considerable number refused to leave the shady spot arranged by co-Hares 
Suzuki and Tangerine Man but order was achieved and within a few moments we 
were hot footing it out into the surrounding countryside.
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Great puzzlement followed as we were no sooner out the gate than we 
stumbled upon the first Check, a technical Hash Shit but let’s not get too 
bogged down.

Following the paper was no problem and there was plenty of it, note to 
Crive, and we happily chuntered on until we came to the VIP split and then 
both Rs and Ws took off to enjoy the remainder of the Hares efforts

Crive caring!





Apart from the aforementioned paper laying, another good thing about the trail was 
the amount of shade we encountered, well done on that point. 



In around 55 minutes the finishing line was in sight and rings were pulled.
A little later No Balls made his entrance and sported an assortment of grazes 
and bumps but the old warhorse didn’t bat an eyelid as copious amounts of 
iodine were applied.

Rumor has it that No Balls actually 
drank the Iodine as he said it was 
faster acting taken internally



The squealers had their moments with our esteemed leader 
collaring Down Early for misrepresentation as she tried to 
weasel out as a VIP while Big Yin also had her in for incitement 
to short cut on two occasions.

Down Early however, did have an animated conversation with 
this Buffalo. It’s rumored that the Buffalo actually gave her his 
phone number!



Some visitors next and one from Penang revelling in the name of Red Pussy, only 
in Malay, and Ryan Air dragged along some friends for a cultural afternoon.
Stuffed Crutch and Sow Wow are back after a few weeks.

We’ll miss Banana Bender as he heads 
back to take care of some business in Oz. 



Rush Hour and no name Xenia brought little Mark 
to be wished a happy first birthday 



R.H. and M left mummy in 
the center to receive her 
new name, a few ideas 
were bandied about until it 
was decided by a vote that 
she will now and forever 
bear the esteemed title of 
“Jiggly Parcels”, lucky gal.



DFL once again amazed us by getting the 
FRB award…what an athlete, what’s more 
he will inflict his own version of fun in the 
sun next week, look out for the directions.



Circle closed and nosebags on for some snacks.

Did I say snacks? Wow!
Tangerine Man and Suziki arranged for a BBQ. In a Pickle got the coals 
going and Kan U Cum produced an enormous amount of food for us to 
share. Along with all the other contributions, no one went home hungry!
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